Geometry Supplemental Instructional Resources

- Explorations with TesselMania! Britton, Jill. Dale Seymour Publications.
- Geometric Probability. Johnson, Art. COMAP.
- Geometry From Multiple Perspectives. National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
- Geometry Through the Circle with The Geometer’s Sketchpad. Key Curriculum Press.
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• Long Way from Euclid, A.  Reid, C.  Thomas Y. Crowell.
• Mathematical Carnival.  Gardner, M.  Alfred A. Knopf.
• Mira Math Activities for Junior High and High School.  Nasco.
• Polyhedron Models for the Classroom.  Wenninger, Magnus J.  Dale Seymour Publications.
• Polynominoes.  Lushbaugh, Warren.  Charles Scribner’s Sons.
• Problem-Solving Experiences in Geometry.  ETA.
• Rigidity & Braced Grids.  Servatius, Brigitte.  COMAP.
• Tessellations.  Mallinson, Phillip.  COMAP.
• Trigonometry for the Practical Worker.  Thompson, J.E.  Van Nostrand.
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